Greg Hudson
Hilarious Hypnotic Entertainment
Comedy hypnotist Greg Hudson has amused and
amazed audiences all over Australia and New Zealand
with his engaging personality and fascinating
performances.
Greg’s unique ‘Hypnotic Show’ provides the perfect
entertainment as he mixes hypnosis, comedy, music
and sound effects to demonstrate the unbelievable
power of the mind.
Greg Hudson will enliven your conference, product
launch, trade show or private function and give your
guests an experience they’ll remember long after the
event is over. As an ice-breaker Greg can perform mind boggling magic tricks right under your
audience’s nose, or he’ll combine his unique talents to present a stage show filled with magic and
mystery.
Greg Hudson takes volunteers from the audience and transforms them into star performers using
the powers of suggestion. They will take on the persona’s of famous people, go back in time to
when they were young children, visit an alien planet, get drunk on water and much, much more.
Imagine the looks on your guests faces as their friends and colleagues perform in amazing and
unbelievable ways!
Treating audience volunteers with the greatest respect, Greg Hudson gives them an uplifting
experience, while providing hilarious entertainment that the audience will talk about for a long,
long time. Both the audience and the volunteers have the time of their life, for the audience it is
fascinating, hilarious entertainment. The volunteers will find it a relaxing, fun filled and
unforgettable experience.

Client testimonials
was a wonderful choice asking you to perform at our conference, the audience enjoyed the
“ Itshow
and were totally absorbed in your performance. Your show was all that anyone was
talking about the next day; it is still a topic of conversation in the office now! Everyone loved
the show & I would not hesitate in recommending you to anyone that asks. You are a real
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showman!
- Jardine Lloyd Thompson Pty Ltd

an excellent evening – the ventriloquist segment in particular brought the house down
“ Itandwaspeople
are still laughing about it.
- Infomedia Ltd

added flair to our initiative that would be hard to beat. Your tricks were real attention
“ You
grabbers. We had a lot of interest in our relatively dry repertoire of products thanks to your
energy getting prospects to our stand.
- GE Information Services

Hudson had the guests in total amazement and in fits of laughter with his magical tricks
“ Greg
and humour.
- Harvey Norman

you for your extremely polished performance. I have received nothing but praise and
“ Thank
compliments for having recruited your services.
- Real Estate Institute of NSW

worked on many ships over the years, I can honestly say that your show is one of the
“ Having
funniest and most entertaining that I have seen.
- Cruise Director, Pacific Sky

show. It really was the icing on the cake for our event. I have had many calls
“ Outstanding
today from people who said they really enjoyed the show and had a great laugh. Really happy
we had you at our event.
- Printing Industries Association of Australia

in town is talking about it today. They all said it's the best gig they have been to in
“ Everyone
the time we have been involved in the footy club. I'm sure we will get you back in the future.
Thanks very much, you are very good.
- Helensburgh Rugby League Football Club

a way to Kick off a meeting! The audience couldn't believe their eyes as Greg showed a
“ What
different side to each of the volunteers! Everyone said it was a great night and they all
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enjoyed it immensely – they are still talking about it!
- Serono Australia

Greg was an absolute pleasure to work with. He was able to accommodate our
“ FANTASTIC!
needs exactly the way we wanted by incorporating our conference theme into the
performance. He kept the crowd entertained for the whole hour – if only he could have kept
going for the entire night! I highly recommend Greg Hudson.
- St Jude Medical Australia
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